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WELCOME TO OUR NEWSLETTER

We have an update from the Ottershaw Community Partnership on this year’s May Fair
success, plus contributions from other organisations within the village; The Ottershaw
Players and The Night Owls WI. If you enjoy the newsletter, or perhaps you would like to
contribute to the next issue please do get in touch with us:
committee@ottershawsociety.org

GOOD NEWS FOR LOCAL PARK
You may have already heard the good news that the park at Palmer Crescent will now no
longer be sold for housing at the present time.

A big thank you to everyone who helped campaign to protect this green space over the
past few years – all the hard work was worth it! However in order to continue to protect
the park from development in the future the site must be used. Holding a May Day
celebration (not the same day as Ottershaw’s May Fair!), fund raising to build outside
exercise equipment, ask if it could become a community garden to grow some vegetables
- these are just a few ideas on how the local community can protect the park from future
development.

We hope you have had an enjoyable Summer!

In this issue you will find details of the Society’s
Autumn / Winter events plus we give details on the
proposed development within the village. There is
also a feature on Ottershaw’s Memorial Fields
including a walk of the surrounding area.

WARM UP YOUR VOCAL CHORDS
Come and join us outside the Ottershaw shops on 19th December at 11am - there will be
carol singing, mince pies & mulled wine. Profits in aid of Sam Beare hospice.
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Tuesday 24 November 2015

GARDENS IN SURREY  by Cherrill
Sands

Tuesday 26 January 2016 

KEMPTON STEAM ENGINES by Peter
Simpson

Tuesday 23 February 2016

MARY ROSE by Trevor Sapy

Tuesday 22 March 2016

WINDSOR GREAT PARK by Andy
Fielder

WINTER TALK SCHEDULE 2015-2016
Thank you to all those who have come to our meetings at Brook Hall over this last
season. We have had a good-sized audience each time, for a varied group of speakers on
many subjects. All our talks have been very well received and have been both
informative and extremely entertaining.

This season we have another varied schedule, which we hope will capture your attention
with topics of local interest, and nearby places to visit.

Thank you to Mrs Hannah Lane & Mr Reg Taylor who have organised such a diverse and
interesting series of talks for us this season, and thanks also go to our helpers who will
provide refreshments at all the talks.

All evening talks are held at Brook Hall, Brox Road, at 8pm. Cost £1 members, non
members are also welcome £2. We hope to see as many of our members there as
possible.

DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA FOR OUR EVENING MEETINGS?
Do you have ideas about anything you would like to hear? Please do let us know. Email:

committee@ottershawsociety.org
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THE OTTERSHAW PLAYERS
The Ottershaw Players started in a low key, light hearted way when a group of ladies from
Christ Church, Ottershaw congregation came together to form The Ottershaw Young
Wives Theatre Group in 1963. Husbands were co-opted for male parts and technical
assistance! Later that year the name was abbreviated and The Ottershaw Players was
launched, performing Noel Coward’s Blithe Spirit in the Brook Hall in November 1963.

Since then, numerous comedies, dramas, one
act plays for festivals, and children’s plays
have taken place in the Village Hall and also
from time to time in the Rhoda Mcgaw
Theatre in Woking. Murder Mystery
Evenings have kept their audiences guessing
and Music Halls which turned into Farragoes
have always been well supported.

In 1982/3 the Players arranged with
Runnymede Borough Council for the lease
of a piece of land at Hare Hill on which they
erected a large wooden frame/clad building
known as The Hut. This has been
invaluable for storing sets, large props and
wardrobe and also additional rehearsal
space. It is still in use today with some
later additions.

In 2013 the Players celebrated their 50th
anniversary with their 211th production -
Calendar Girls - and a party attended by
many former members who travelled from
far and wide.

The Players next production is a good old fashioned murder mystery farce - A Tomb with
a View by Norman Robbins. Performances in The Brook Hall, Ottershaw will take place on
the 10th – 12th December. Tickets available from Brenda Midwinter 01932 841363

Jill Wakefield, The Ottershaw Players
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OTTERSHAW NIGHT OWLS WI
This year the Women’s Institute celebrated 100 years in England and Wales and although
the original aims of the WI have changed and broadened over the years the underlying
directive of providing women with educational opportunities and the chance to build new
skills has not wavered. The stereotypical image of the WI and its members has had to
change though and this has brought a new wave of diverse and younger members to the
WI that in turn bring their own fresh ideas about how their WIs should be run, building
upon what has gone before.

The Ottershaw Night Owls WI was formed
after it was recognised that today’s women
often find it difficult to attend daytime
meetings and an evening one may attract a
different generation to the Institute. Initially,
ladies visiting the Ottershaw May Fair 2013
were asked to indicate an interest in joining
an evening WI and there was a surprisingly
positive response. The following September
an inaugural meeting was held and out of the
13 women who attended two co-Presidents,
a Treasurer, a Secretary (the officers) and a
committee were appointed and everything
was looking favourable. At the first official

meeting on the 1st October 2013 over 50 ladies queued at the door for a wonderfully
social evening and we have gone from strength to strength since then. The committee
now consists of 9 members who work very hard throughout the year to produce a varied
programme and ensure that each meeting goes smoothly. They are always on hand at the
meetings to welcome current and new members and of course any visitors that wish to
attend. There is no obligation to join straight away and it is possible to join more than one
WI. The Ottershaw Night Owls WI now has over 85 members enjoying a very varied
programme ranging from belly dancing, hearing from a local author, to a recent
Centenary Party when everyone came dressed in costume from a different decade.
Upcoming meetings in 2016 include a visit from Woking Dance Space, a Surrey
Ambulance paramedic and a Surrey WI member who set up the first WI in a prison!

Meetings are on the first Tuesday of each month, starting at 8pm in Brook Hall. We also have a
Book Club meeting once a month, run an Art and Craft Club in conjunction with the Ottershaw
WI and have a member who organises theatre trips. We also actively fundraise for a charity,
MAMA Academy, which was started by a local woman and aims to educate women about health

during pregnancy Lisa
Membership and Programme Secretary, Ottershaw Night Owls WI

For more information about the Ottershaw Night Owls WI: www.ottershawnightowlswi.btck.co.uk  
Facebook: OttershawEveningWI Email: ottershawnightowls@gmail.com 

Phone: Lisa 874880 or Sally 874328

Please see over the page for more information about the WI 5 | Page
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ABOUT THE WI
The Women’s Institute is the largest
voluntary women’s organization in the
country and currently has 212,000
members and around 6,600 WIs.
Membership is now pro-rated throughout
the year with the full 2016 fee being
£37.50, this then reduces each quarter
should you wish to join later in the year. If
you become a member of more than one
WI you pay an additional (reduced)
amount to your second (or third!)
Institute. For more general information
please visit: www.thewi.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP OF THE 
OTTERSHAW SOCIETY
If you would like to be kept informed
about local issues and are not already a
member, please do consider joining.

The current subscription is:
- Single person £6,
- Couple £9,
- Single pensioner £4,
- Couple pensioners £6

The Treasurer is Roger Pashley,
137A Brox Rd, Ottershaw, KT16 OLG
e-mail: maryandroger@ntlworld.com

JUST FOR FUN
Try and solve our Ottershaw themed
anagrams, they consist of road names,
local organisations or places within the
village:
1. Formalised Lime
2. Hard Cocoa
3. Teeth Rot
4. Hard Core Felt
5. Oh No! Duteous wave
6. Earn Spankingly!
7. Whirlabout Scots Alec
8. Tokers Warpath
9. Is Lousy Beer
10. Livid Owners
11. Army Ardour
12. So Well Nectar
13. Learn Box
14. Ok Crude Rat
15. To selector

How did you get on? Answers can be
found on page 14.

DISCLAIMER:
This newsletter has welcomed many
different contributors from the local area,
who in turn each have their own opinions.
Please be advised that any opinions
expressed in these articles may not
necessarily represent the views of the
Ottershaw Society. We hope you welcome
these additions to our newsletter and
invite contributions for the next edition.

REDUCTION IN SPEED LIMIT
In the last newsletter we asked residents
to send in objections to the current speed
limits within the village - thank you for
your many responses.

The Ottershaw Society will be writing a
letter to the Runnymede Local Committee.
This committee is comprised of local
county councillors who make important
decisions about areas in which we live
including road safety. We will highlight
concerns over speed in Brox Road adjacent
to the shopping area and in Guildford
Road, as well as the use of Brox Road as a
rat run from Guildford Road. We will be
asking councillors to consider speed
reductions and measures to make Brox
Road less attractive as a rat run.
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OTTERSHAW MEMORIAL FIELDS

The land was allocated at the 1800 Enclosure Act of the Manor of Walton Leigh to Sir
Joseph Mawbey Jr. of Botleys Park. On Mawbey`s death it passed to his daughter, married
to John Ivatt Briscoe who built Foxhills House, and the land remained, cultivated, in the
possession of Foxhills Estate. It was rented by Richard Roake (his son was a local
blacksmith) for grazing his cows in the mid 19th C, then leased to the Fletcher`s Nurseries
of Coach Road as nursery land on the south and orchard on the north. The Nursery was
sold by 1937 and the land reverted to the Borthwicks, who were the then current owners
of Foxhills, for growing turnips.

During WW2 corn was grown. The
village children were allowed to play
cricket in the stubble after the grain had
been harvested.

The southern end was requisitioned by
the Ministry of Defence and 2 buildings
were put up for the Land Girls, who were
working all over the district to live in.

Grab a nice warm
drink and let local
historian Mrs Hannah
Lane take you on a trip
down memory lane
and imagine life in
Ottershaw as it once
was.

Ottershaw’s Memorial
Fields were originally
‘waste of the manor’
used as heathland and
part of Chertsey
Common.

The basic buildings provided little comfort to the Land Girls who lived in them throughout
the 5 years of the War. They were used as a Public Lending Library immediately after the
war, in 1950 becoming the Park Keepers house and the Youth Club. They were
demolished in 1994 for the building of a new scout hut and a facilities building for RBC.
The latter is now leased to the Farthings Independent Nursery School.

Continued over  the page
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Chertsey Urban District Council were looking for a playing field for Ottershaw. The
Borthwick family had lost a son in the war, as had Mr. William J. King of Tudor Cottage,
Coach Road, who lost two sons.

The Hon. James Alexander
Borthwick and Mr. King gave the
Fields as a memorial to those who
gave their lives in the war, to the
Chertsey Urban Distinct Council in
a deed of 12 October 1950.
Originally given anonymously,
there are now two memorial
plaques. In July 2007 and 2008 the
Park was awarded a national
Green Flag, run by the Civic Trust, a
prestigious award for Public Parks.

The Cricket Club, founded early 1850s,
moved to the Field in 1953 from its
`home` in Ottershaw Park School
grounds. A Cricket Pavilion was built by
1961, the Clock being given as part of the
war memorial.

The football team was founded in 1921,
moving to the Fields from Great Grove
Farm. By 1999 the football club had ceased,
but the two pitches are still used by local
clubs. There is a very active Bowls Club,
with its green built by 1961. It is well
maintained by the parks staff of RBC.

For further details on the Ottershaw clubs mentioned please contact : Ottershaw Bowls Club 01932 
344245,  Ottershaw Football Club mickjwebb@aol.com, Ottershaw Cricket Club www.ohmcc.co.uk
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The hill at the northwest end of the open area is now called Ether Hill.

Bernard Pardoe supplied the following: `In a Chertsey Abbey charter of 1404 it is
described as lying next to the gallows`. This site was chosen because it is so high locally,
so could be seen from a long way. High hills were chosen for gallows as one of the `uses`
of a gallows was as a terrible warning to the local population not to break the law, as well
as to punish those that did transgress. This must have been at the time it was open
heathland, as trees would have obscured it. This is why it had the name Le Galleives.

On John Norton`s 1607 map there
is a Hethers Hill in this area. In 1772
it was Heather Hill, another
reference to the area being
heathland hence of poor quality
and therefore `Common` or `waste
land. On the 1870 OSM it is Ether
Hill, but on Greenwood 1823 and a
Turnpike Railways map of 1832 it is
still Heather Hill. So some think
Ether is a derivation of `Heather`.
According to Bernard Pardoe it is
more likely that Ether is a
derivation of Ethor, the name of an

Abbot of Chertsey Abbey. At the time there was a gallows on the hill.

the trees were cut down in 1956 and the fence fell down.

Each May Day Bank Holiday, originally Whitsun, from 1953, a Village Fair is held on the
Memorial Fields. In 1953. Maureen Todman (of No.50 Brox Road) was elected as the first
Ottershaw May Queen. In the 1980s it was organised by the Youth Club, until that folded
due to lack of volunteers to run it. The Ottershaw Community Partnership (OCP), who
took over from the Scouts, now run the May Fair.

Residents remember all the
bluebells and primroses in this
area, now all gone. Ether Hill is
now covered in silver birch, the
natural regeneration of the sandy
soils of this area, with a few pines
that give the distinctive skyline of
the hill that can be seen from
quite a way away. The Borthwick
family only gave Ether Hill to the
Memorial Fields in the 1985, but
the public had walked over it since
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FROM ONE LABOUR OF LOVE TO ANOTHER
We all like to do what we can for the community but some people go the extra mile. In
our last newsletter we reported on the success of the Ottershaw May Fair over the past
four years. In this edition we focus on the individuals who make this marvellous event
possible and a local mum whose hard work has been rewarded with a grant from the
Ottershaw Community Partnership (OCP) this year.

The May Fair journey starts for OCP members Julian Davies, Mick Roche, Barbara Howse,
Codge and Sarah Vullo in the preceding December each year when they regroup over a
hot drink and biscuit to review the successes, agree the changes and brainstorm new
ideas for the coming fair before kicking off the process in earnest and assigning roles.
Their commitment therein involves giving up many an hour, alongside their day jobs and
family needs, to ensure everything runs as smoothly as possible – from parking to bouncy
castles and from sourcing raffle prizes to securing council grants. And that’s just the
planning!

The event itself is where the physical demands of the role really play out; the OCP work
tirelessly from dusk the night before until dusk on the day to provide entertainment for
the community but once the last happy family has left the Memorial fields, and the litter
has all been collected, the focus turns to profits and grants for the community.

Since the OCP ran its first Ottershaw May Fair in 2012 surplus of £12,500 has been
achieved and rewarded to local causes. 2015 was a record year with £4,260 surplus.
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Among the many worthy beneficiaries this year was the Fledglings playgroup at
Ottershaw Infant School, run with love and perseverance by Angela Robinson – Ottershaw
mum of two.

For the past year, come rain or shine, volunteer Angela and her team of other volunteers
(including her mum Carol and husband James) have welcomed and inspired the preschool
children and parents of Ottershaw in a fun, warm and stimulating environment. Children
enjoy a wide array of toys and activities while parents appreciate a well-deserved hot
drink and natter.

With high hopes for improvement, Angela has had to rely on kind donations and help
from Laura and the team at Horsell Children's centre. All too often, however, Angela has
dipped into her own pocket to cover shortfalls as well as giving up her weekends and
holidays to disinfect the toys, promote the playgroup and host charity events to name
just a few activities.

Other beneficiaries this year included Ottershaw Society, the Scouts and Guides, the
Church and Brook Hall. The OCP look forward to following up to see how the monies
have been put to good use.

Vicky Davies on behalf of the OCP

The OCP welcomes any help from the community – both before and on the day – and
this year has an opening on its committee. To express an interest in helping out or
joining the committee, please contact via their Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/TheOttershawMayFair

Fledglings meets on Friday mornings from 9-10.45am during term time at the Ottershaw Infant School
and is open to anyone with children aged 0-5. For more information please visit their Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/Fledglingsbabyandtoddlergroup

“We are thrilled to
have received such a
generous grant from
the OCP, it will make
a huge difference to
the children and
playgroup.”
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BROX END NURSERY (BEN) DEVELOPMENT
As many know, this green field has for a long while been a target for development and
was designated a ‘Reserved Site’ by RBC in 1987 - with the only access to a new housing
estate via Brox Lane. At every opportunity residents have reminded RBC that the access
to the field from Brox Lane is via the private lane not owned by the owner of the field and
there was no right of way to use Brox Lane for access to a housing estate.

In 2015 A2D met with RBC to discuss their intention to submit the 14 home plan. RBC told
them this was unacceptable as they wanted a much higher density. So A2D presented a
plan for ‘Up to 40’ units. RBC seemed confident this would be approved so the plan was
submitted in July. BENRA was then mobilised again and after two very well attended
meetings about 420 letters of objection were sent to RBC. RBC seemed disinterested in
listening to reasoning for a lower number of homes or to claims that access via Brox Lane
was not possible.

Brox Lane is owned by its residents and has its own Brox Lane Residents Association
(BLaRA). A strong legal case to prevent the use of the Lane for access to a housing estate
was presented by BLaRA to RBC and after consideration by RBC’s legal department the
matter was put to A2D. It is now apparently up to A2D to prove that BLaRA is wrong and
so the Planning Application is stalled.

Residents, BENRA and BLaRA are disappointed that access matters have been brushed
aside by RBC for so long and feel that if the plan is approved it would be ridiculous if the
owners of Brox Lane continue to resist it being used for access.

BENRA is always interested in adding supporters to its contact list and you can do so by
contacting BENRA through its website www.benra.co.uk or email to info@benra.co.uk.

Jim Nichol on behalf of BENRA

BEN 
SITE

Since 2010 BEN has been owned
by A2Dominion – a housing
association charity. Brox End
Nursery Residents Association
(BENRA) is a group of about 200
folk who are opponents of
inappropriate development of
BEN and met with A2D to discuss
alternatives to their plan to build
45 houses on BEN. A revised
plan was presented for 14
houses which still appealed to
A2D and was more acceptable
with residents. Brox End Nursery site
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HAVE YOU BEEN EFFECTED BY THE 557 BUS SERVICE
REDUCTION?

The bus route 557 was replaced at the end of August after a period of consultation and
the 446 rocked up in its place. The 557 provided, dare I say it, a great service. More often
than not it turned up on time and took the direct route to Woking station, no stopping in
traffic along Victoria Way where, by the way, there are no bus stops anyway…

So, it was a huge shock when cuts were made by Abellio, as I understand it – a knock on
effect of cuts made by Surrey County Council. What were already very busy commuter
buses running twice an hour between ten to eight and 9am and that serviced both local
people and students were cut to one bus an hour. In the most important hour of the
morning where, if you are like me juggling nursery runs and getting to work, the cut of
that extra bus has had a huge impact. In fact, making it impossible for many to get to
work on time. For me, I now have no alternative but to drive to the station. Suddenly,
with just one bus available the buses have become fuller and arguably dangerous. On
many occasions passengers have been left standing at the front by the bus driver. A
bargain at £2.70, non? Granted, after some discussion a bigger bus has been provided but
it is still crowded and the amount of people queuing at each bus stop means that the bus
is almost always delayed. Not an excuse my boss wants to hear every morning! For many
local people they have had to speak to their companies and ask for a change in their
working hours to accommodate the changes and for those avoiding Woking station
parking tariffs, a taxi share is becoming a more popular and reliable mode of transport.
Not exactly environmentally friendly, is it? But don’t worry; no doubt you’ve just used one
of your own bags to stuff your new wares in, so that’ll even that one out…

Joking aside, this has to STOP. Villages like Ottershaw rely on their brilliant public
transport connections. As an affluent village, where even house prices reflect those
commuting connections - offering commuters the best of both worlds, it needs to provide
a service that it currently does not. Safety aside, the new and frankly un-thought out
timetable has left numerous people with a BIG problem. I for one am bearing the brunt
and cost of those changes and I am not alone. The cuts to the 557 have had a hugely
detrimental effect and we need to make sure that the original service is re-instated.
Please sign this petition, it’ll only take two minutes but it will help to make a LOT of
peoples lives easier. Hannah Fernando, Ottershaw Resident

www.change.org/p/surrey-county-council-bring-back-the-557-making-surrey-buses-safer-and-more-efficient?

‘Too many cars on the roads’. ‘Ditch the comfort of
your four wheeled friend and use public transport’.
How many times have you heard those words
uttered? Too many, in my experience.
Unfortunately I am beholden to South West trains
and its foibles but the journey to Woking station,
for me, is up for grabs. However, with several bus
stops throughout Ottershaw village, why wouldn’t I
jump on one? Simply, because I can’t anymore.
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ENTER THE LABYRINTH
As part of its 150th year celebrations in
2014, Christ Church, Ottershaw
commissioned the building of a Labyrinth
in the churchyard.

The Labyrinth is a place for the whole
community, free from the traditional
constraints of language and ritual, where
we are encouraged to encounter God and
explore our spirituality, whatever our
beliefs. At the same time it will be used
for the burial of ashes, unmarked, around
the outer circle, and will be a special area
for remembrance and meditation. The
Labyrinth will also be used on special
occasions for Church, schools and
community events and teaching days. It
was funded by the Westhill Endowment
Trust and a generous donor and built by
Diamond Landscaping with the help of
community service workers. Please do feel
free to visit the Labyrinth at any time. It
can be found at the back of the
churchyard, opposite the church tower
door.

CAN YOU HELP US?
We can always do with more help
Currently we are looking for someone to
be our Committee Secretary (6 meetings a
year) and people to help with
refreshments at our evening talks. Please
e-mail: committee@ottershawsociety.org
if you can help in any way.

JUST FOR FUN ANSWERS
1. Memorial Fields
2. Coach Road
3. The Otter
4. Fletcher Road
5. Southwood Avenue
6. Anningsley Park
7. Ottershaw Social Club
8. Ottershaw Park
9. Bousley Rise
10. Wilson Drive
11. Murray Road
12. Trelawn Cose
13. Brox Lane
14. Tucker Road
15. Otter Close

How many did you get correct?

THANK YOU
Special thanks go to all of our guest writers
in this edition, it has been insightful to find
out about other organisations and issues
within the village, we hope you enjoy
reading about them.

Also a special mention goes to Mr Roger
Pashley and Mrs Hannah Lane who have
provided the beautiful photography of the
village we have featured in this newsletter.

COMMUNICATION UPDATE
We are always searching for new, relevant
and positive content for use either in the
newsletter or on our social media sites;
think Summer day photos, local charity
events to promote etc.

Please do get in touch with anything that
you would like to share with the village
and beyond – we like to be kept busy.
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HOMEWOOD PARK
GUILDFORD ROAD, CHERTSEY, KT16 0QA

Are you looking for somewhere local to have a stroll? Why not visit Homewood Park
which is looking particularly beautiful at this time of year.

This lovely 23 hectare (57 acres) park is designed to echo the original landscape
surrounding the Botley Manor Mansion of the late 1700's which is a grade II listed
building. The mansion is no longer integral to the park, but can be viewed from it.

A car park is accessed from Stonehill Road and public toilets are open mid-April to mid-
September. Disabled toilets are also available, which are accessed with a radar key.

The park is criss-crossed by horse trails, and there are lakes and woodland to enjoy.

The park itself offers
opportunities for walks and
has paths which are suitable
for wheelchairs and
pushchairs.

There are plenty of open grass
areas where children can let
off steam.
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OTTERSHAW VILLAGE SIGN
You may have seen that the Ottershaw Millennium Sign was missing for a while this
year. Earlier in the year it was noticed that the woodwork holding the sign aloft was in a
dangerous condition, so it had to be quickly taken down. The Village Hall committee

gave us the name of a local bespoke furniture and
cabinet maker, John Garland, who remarkably was a
relative of Mick Stride who had designed the sign 15 or
so years ago! The Ottershaw Society commissioned the
repair of the woodwork and with the help of members
of the Ottershaw Village Hall Committee re-installed it.
With the sign now back to its former glory, we thought it
would be interesting to give you some history on
Ottershaw’s Millennium sign.

The original Ottershaw sign was erected as part of the
village’s celebration of the Millennium. There were too
many complications to have the sign on the Otter
roundabout or on the land on the corner of the car park
on Murray Road, so Christ Church kindly offered a site in
the garden of Brook Hall, where it could still be seen
from the roundabout. The steel sign was designed by
local resident, Mick Stride (back left in top right photo).

L to R Back Row: Mick Stride, Roy
Garland, Reg Taylor, Mrs Poole, Cllr
Peter Poole (Mayor), Front Row: Mrs
Olive Garland, Ross Hopkins

At the Ottershaw Society’s original dedication
of the sign on 29 January 2000 by the Rev. Joe
Batt, Christ Church, the oldest resident, Mrs
Olive Garland and the youngest child living in
the village at Marshfields School now
(Ottershaw C of E Infant School), Ross Hopkins,
were invited to unveil the plaque.

We would like to give special thanks to the
Ottershaw Community Partnership (Ottershaw
Mayfair) who contributed £500 towards the
repair of the woodwork. The remaining funds
were paid from member donations. This has
been a great example of co-operation between
village organisations!

WE  HOPE YOU HAVE ENJOYED THE 
NEWSLETTER, THE NEXT EDITION IS 

DUE MAY 2016
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